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Forward from the CEO 
 

Companies are far more aware of their responsibilities today 

It was the landmark legal case of Salomon v Salomon in 1897 that decided the 

eponymous shoe business owner could not be held liable for the debts of his company, 

and consequently established the concept of the ‘company’ as a separate legal entity 

with its own rights – and its own responsibilities. Yet, for most of the 20th century, these 

responsibilities remained solely towards a company’s shareholders in its pursuit of 

maximising profits for the benefit of its owners. Barely any consideration was given to the 

‘greater good’ of the wider stakeholder community, employee rights, community affairs or 

environmental concerns – unless, of course, it affected the bottom line. Thankfully, that is 

now changing. Companies large and small are reflecting societal developments and 

placing ESG at the heart of their business models.  

 

Growth of ESG reflects fundamental issues we all face 

The greater focus on ESG today represents a widespread response to challenges people 

across the world are facing. Humanity is attempting to slow down the alarming rate of 

climate change and the destruction of natural environments. Across the developed and 

developing world, there is a new sense of urgency around upholding human rights. 

Expanding awareness of business ethics, global diversity and income inequality, 

meanwhile, has put corporate structures and decision makers under new levels of 

scrutiny. The devastating social and economic fallout from the pandemic has only served 

to put these factors into sharper relief and accelerate the rate of change.  

 

Investors are a key driver of change 

Investors, both institutional and retail, are likewise playing a prominent role in putting 

ESG at the top of corporate agendas. Across the developed world an intergenerational 

wealth transfer is happening on an unprecedented scale. In the UK, for example, £5.5tn 

is estimated to be passed down over the next 30 years. The main beneficiaries – 

Millennials and Generation Z – are making ESG central to their investment approach, and 

they want to invest in companies that reflect their values and that positively impact the 

planet and society. 

 

The future is about sustainable growth 

Companies now recognise that environmental, social and governance (ESG) concerns 

are no longer simply a way to signal a company’s caring credentials – they are a 

fundamental part of sustainable business success. As we look to recover from the 

pandemic and restore economic growth, ESG should be a hallmark of our approach – 

ensuring that the growth that is delivered is more responsible, sustainable and for the 

benefit of all. 

 

In this report, we put the UK smaller companies market under the ESG microscope, 

giving useful insight into how institutional investors are thinking about these issues as 

well as providing a simple, practical approach to assessing companies with our finnCap 

Scorecard. 

 

 

Sam Smith 

CEO, finnCap plc 
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ESG report highlights 

 This report is essentially an ESG handbook and toolkit. 

 We explain what we think are the key ESG policies, standards and frameworks. We 

look at who is measuring ESG and which metrics they look at. We look at the growth 

in ESG-driven investing, who is doing it and how it has performed. 

 We then zone in on smaller companies specifically. We have drawn up a simple 15-

factor ESG scorecard that companies (or investors) could use as a start in 

understanding how they score on key aspects. 

 We have collected these data points on 102 companies under our coverage and 

analysed how sectors are currently measuring up. This leads us to some key 

observations and recommendations. 

 We have surveyed small-cap fund managers to understand their attitudes towards ESG 

and which factors they currently look at, and which they are likely to look at in the future.  

 Our key conclusion? If smaller companies follow our three recommendations, 

they should be able to look forward to the forthcoming growth in ESG scrutiny 

with confidence. 

 

ESG: What is it? (page 6)   

 ESG stands for Environmental, Social and Governance. The term was coined by 

the UN in a 2005 report Who Cares Wins. In 2015, the UN followed up with the 

publication of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which set an agenda 

up to 2030. Dovetailing with this was the 2015 Paris Agreement, where 189 

countries legally signed up to climate change targets. 

 Various frameworks and standards have been established to enable companies 

and investors to monitor progress towards, or compliance with, the SDGs and/or 

the Paris Agreement. In our view, some of the key ones include: The Global Reporting 

Initiative (GRI); Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB); Taskforce on 

Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD); The Principles for Responsible Investment 

(PRI); The EU Taxonomy; and The Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD). 

 

ESG: who is measuring it? (page 16)   

 The old adage goes that ‘if you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it’. This is 

equally true for ESG. Through the SDGs and the Paris Agreement, the UN and its 

member countries have clear ideas in which direction Governments and companies 

should be heading. But how can they measure and monitor progress? 

 Stepping into this market to provide ESG data on companies are traditional ratings 

agencies (Standard & Poors), financial data providers (MSCI, FT Russell), 

dedicated ESG data providers (Sustainalytics, RepRisk) and a number of start-ups 

such as World Wide Generation. 

 

ESG: who is investing in it? (page 22)   

 Incorporating ESG into the investment process is now essentially mainstream: 

a recent survey suggested that 90% of global fund managers use ESG to some extent 

to make decisions, primarily for risk management purposes. There are now literally 

hundreds of funds available from mainstream players (Blackrock, Vanguard) through 

to specialists (Parnassus, Impax). 

 Fund flows into ESG-driven funds have been impressive. ESG-focused funds 

took in almost $70bn of assets in 2019, while traditional equity funds suffered almost 

$200bn in outflows. This bifurcation has been exacerbated with the onset of the 

pandemic. According to Morningstar, the global sustainable fund universe brought in 

$46bn in Q1 2020 (compared with outflows of $385bn for the overall fund universe) 

and a further $71bn in Q2 2020. We estimate that one quarter of fund inflows in the 

UK in Q2 were into the sustainable/responsible investment segment. 
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 Evidence continues to mount that ESG investment styles deliver higher returns 

with lower risk. This outperformance has become particularly notable since the 

beginning of 2020, through the COVID-19 market crash and subsequent rebound. 

Morningstar research shows that European-based ESG funds have outperformed 

conventional funds across 1, 3, 5 and 10-year timeframes. 

 Why does ESG outperform? There are many potential reasons but one stands 

out: ESG analysis tends to favour certain sectors over others since they are by nature 

more ESG-appropriate. For example, tech and life science companies tend to 

appear far more frequently in ESG portfolios than companies in Industrials and 

Basic Resources due to their substantially lower carbon footprints. Since tech/life 

science companies have outperformed many other sectors over the last 5-10 years, it 

is likely this bias can be used to explain at least some of ESG funds’ outperformance. 

 

finnCap corporate ESG scorecard (page 33)   

 We have created a simple ESG scorecard for companies based around 15 

datapoints, 5 in each of E, S and G. As far as possible, these data points are 

quantitative, unambiguous, uncontroversial, easily obtained and – hopefully – 

meaningful. We collected data on 102 companies and make some key observations 

and recommendations. 

 Key observation: where there is scrutiny there is compliance. Sectors that have 

been under public/investor pressure to ‘do better’ score higher than expected in our 

survey. The good showing of the Industrials sector as a whole is a case in point, 

despite the inherent disadvantages of its Environmental footprint. That all sectors do 

well on Governance is a clear reflection of investor focus in this area 

 Key recommendations: we have three key recommendations for companies 

looking to demonstrate their ESG credentials to potential investors: i) obtain the 

key environmental datapoints (energy, CO2, water and waste), particularly for non-

industrial businesses there is likely to be little to be afraid of; ii) prepare and apply the 

most important policies (environmental, discrimination, ethics and community 

outreach); and iii) continue to try to achieve greater diversity in the boardroom. Armed 

as such, in our view, most smaller companies will be able to look forward to the 

forthcoming ESG scrutiny with confidence. 

 

finnCap small cap fund manager ESG survey (page 46)   

 We conducted a survey of fund managers of UK smaller company funds to 

understand current attitudes towards the use of ESG factors in the investment 

process. The survey comprised seven questions which we sent to 25 managers. 

Approximately half responded. 

 We found that a minority considered ESG factors three years ago. About two-

thirds consider ESG factors in the investment process now but, significantly, nearly 

all envisage using these factors to make portfolio decisions in future. The 

direction of travel is clear. 

 Of those that use ESG factors today, the most prevalent considerations are 

centered around Governance. ‘E’ and ‘S’ factors are not studied in as much detail 

yet. Our Scorecard (see above) could provide a framework for starting to gather and 

analyse this data. 

 Interestingly, the reasons given for the adoption of ESG factors in decision 

making mainly relate to helping drive investment returns, with risk management 

being the next most important reason. A significant majority of fund managers actively 

pressure their investee companies to be more ‘ESG compliant’. 
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ESG: What is it? 

 ESG stands for Environmental, Social and Governance. The term was coined by 

the UN in a 2005 report Who Cares Wins. In 2015, the UN followed up with the 

publication of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which set an 

agenda up to 2030. Dovetailing with this was the 2015 Paris Agreement, where 

189 countries legally signed up to climate change targets. 

 Various frameworks and standards have been established to enable companies 

and investors to monitor progress towards, or compliance with, the SDGs 

and/or the Paris Agreement. In our view, some of the key ones include: The 

Global Reporting Initiative Standards (GRI); Sustainability Accounting 

Standards Board (SASB); Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD); The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI); The EU Taxonomy; 

and The Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD). 

 In this section, we review the SDGs and the Paris Agreement and give an 

overview of some of the most important standards and frameworks. 

 

What is ESG? 

ESG is an acronym which stands for Environmental, Social and Governance. The 

overarching assertion is that economies based on capitalism tend to only consider one 

stakeholder: the shareholder. Corporations are run to maximise profit with little consideration 

to anything else. The concept of ESG investing puts forward the idea that there is far 

more than one stakeholder in business and that significant weight should be given to the 

environment, employees, the supply chain and the wider community in which the business 

operates. For a business to be ‘sustainable’ it will ultimately need to correctly balance 

the needs of all these stakeholders. These ideas are gathering significant momentum, 

driven by the UN, Governments and investors themselves. In our view, it is only a matter of 

time before these themes grow in importance for smaller companies. 

 

First introduced in the report titled Who Cares Wins in 2005 (authored by the UN Global 

Compact and the International Finance Corporation), ESG (Figure 1) is one of several 

approaches to describe sustainable investment practices, most frequently associated with 

sustainable, responsible and impact (SRI) and impact investing.  

 

Figure 1: ESG broken down  

 
Source: Growing a culture of social impact investing in the UK, 2017  

 

However, while SRI focuses on exclusionary practices, enabling investors to avoid 

ethically onerous ‘sin stocks’ (e.g. tobacco companies, weapon manufacturers etc.) and 

impact investing centres on companies that specifically operate to deliver a social benefit 

regardless of guaranteed success (e.g. non-profit organisations), ESG is not limited to the 

impact of environmental and social issues. Instead, it adopts the view that these issues 

can have significant economic implications, and therefore are relevant to the traditional 

financial risks and returns of a business. As such, ESG considerations are regarded as 

a crucial non-financial measure for long-term financial performance. 
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Spectrum of capital returns: Financial to Impact 

ESG is not a cookie cutter concept, but varies considerably depending on the objectives of 

those implementing the practices. The spectrum of capital returns (Figure 2) displays the 

continuum of investment approaches, specifically the balance between financial and social 

returns. At the far left lies the ‘finance-first’ approach, within which investor focus is 

centred solely on competitive financial returns. At the opposite end, the ‘philanthropic’ 

impact-only approach is motivated by delivering impact solutions, with financial returns 

often traded off for social return. Between these extremes, ESG provides a middle ground. 

 

Figure 2: The spectrum of capital returns  

 
Source: Bridges Impact + and the Impact Management Project  

 

By adopting elements of both strategies, ESG approaches enable investors to allocate 

capital to assets addressing ESG challenges, whilst simultaneously delivering a 

financial return. The varying degrees to which ESG practices can be integrated enable 

organisations to apply these principles according to identified objectives and resources.  

 

Standardising and measuring ESG  

One of the biggest challenges in the adoption of ESG integration has been the lack of 

standardised guidelines. Organisations require a guide to identify ESG opportunities and 

navigate the integration process, whilst institutional investors require investment grade 

ESG data to reliably assess performance to inform capital allocation.  

 

The 2005 report Who Cares Wins set out to develop guidelines and recommendations on 

how to integrate environmental, social and corporate governance issues in asset 

management and financial services. Since then, a growing inventory of initiatives are 

seeking to codify and standardise ESG practices. Below we summarise some of the most 

pertinent standards and guidelines addressing sustainability goals, both within the 

financial sphere and externally in policy development.   

 

It all starts here: the 17 Sustainable Development Goals 

In 2015, the United Nations (UN) adopted a resolution titled “Transforming Our World: the 

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”. The 2030 Agenda set 17 global Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 targets to address challenges related to poverty, 

inequality, climate, environmental degradation, prosperity, peace and justice. The SDGs 

represent a collaborative and collective universal framework that can be used as a blueprint 

to implement systematic change and achieve a more sustainable future for all in this decade. 
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The SDGs (Figure 3) replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), eight 

development objectives designed to address socio economic, health and environmental 

challenges faced worldwide between 2000 and 2015. Following from its predecessor, the 

SDGs build on the MDGs, addressing what they did not complete and extending the 

objectives further to include issues such as natural resource management, sustainable 

consumption and production, and good governance. 

 

Figure 3: The Sustainable Development Goals (2015-2030) 

Source: United Nations 

 

The 17 goals are closely connected with each other to reflect that success in one 

goal cannot be achieved without addressing another: for example, SDG 3 (to ensure 

healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages) cannot be successfully 

accomplished without addressing SDG 2 (to end hunger, achieve food security and 

improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture), which in turn must also address 

SDGs 6 and 12, and so on. As such, each goal influences further action within 

another area, creating a reinforcing effect and reflecting the interrelated problems and 

solutions for poverty, economic disparities, climate change and environmental protection.  

 

Across each headline goal are a subset of 169 associated aspirational targets (Figure 4), 

each of which has between one and three indicators that provide an objective and 

measureable framework to assess ongoing progress towards achieving each goal. There 

are a total of 231 indicators adopted by the General Assembly, which are further 

supplemented by national and regional indicators set by the independent Member States 

to adapt to each country’s specific challenges.  

 

The SDG Compass  

Given the extensive scope and volume of the SDGs, the SDG Compass was developed 

as a guide to help organisations align their strategies with the goals. Jointly developed by 

the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the UN Global Compact and the World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development, the compass is a five-step guide for companies to 

maximise their contribution to the SDGs. It enables companies to define a roadmap for 

integrating the SDGs into core business activities, through (1) understanding the goals, (2) 

identifying corporate priorities, (3) setting internal goals, (4) embedding sustainable 

development targets and (5) measuring and reporting ongoing contributions.  

 

Additionally, the SDG Compass sets out how the SDGs map onto other standards, 

including the Global Reporting Initiative Standards (described in detail below). As Figure 5 

illustrates, the SDGs align with a number of additional reporting frameworks, including the 

GRI Standards, the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and Impact Reporting and 

Investment Standards (IRIS). 
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Figure 4: The 17 SDGs and sub-directives 

Source: G17Eco / WWG 

Figure 5: How SDG15 maps onto other standards 

Source: G17Eco / WWG 

 

The World signs up to the 17 SDGs: The Paris Agreement 

Dovetailing with the launch of the SDGs in 2015, the Paris Agreement became the first-

ever universal legally binding global climate change agreement. Adopted at the Paris 

climate conference (COP21) in December 2015, and formally ratified in 2016, the Paris 

Agreement aims to cut emissions and achieve climate-neutrality before the end of the 

century.  

 

We summarise some of the key objectives below: 

 
 Limit global warming to ‘well below’ 2°C: At its core, the agreement aims to restrict 

global warming this century to 2°C, while pursuing efforts to limit global average 

temperature to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.  

 Transparency and accountability in global stocktake: The Paris Agreement provides 

a robust transparency framework for reporting, monitoring and management of the 

national and collective progress to climate goals. 

 Nationally Determined Contribution (NDCs): NDCs refer to each country’s intended 

commitments and objectives for how it will address and achieve long-term goals against 

climate change. Each country’s commitments reflect its development and capabilities: 

developed nations such as the US and EU have committed to economy-wide reduction 

targets (e.g. emission cuts below 2005 levels), while emerging economies commit to 

targets that reflect their level of development and historic contribution of climate change 

(e.g. greenhouse gas intensity targets).  

 Five-year reviews: All countries are required to review its NDCs every five years under 

a single global transparency system so as to reassess both its individual and the 

collective performance to date, and scale up pledges to reduce emissions.  

 Climate finance: The wealthier, developed countries have committed to provide 

‘climate finance’ to help the most vulnerable developing countries address climate 

change and build low-carbon economies. Currently, developed countries have agreed to 

commit $100bn annually through to 2020, afterwards using $100bn as a base figure for 

further support. 
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To date, the Paris Agreement has been formally endorsed by 189 countries of the 197 

Parties to the Convention. Countries yet to ratify the agreement are: Iran, Turkey, Iraq, 

Angola, Eritrea, Libya, South Sudan and Yemen, together accounting for c.4% of global 

greenhouse gas emissions. In November 2019, Donald Trump infamously began the year-

long withdrawal process of the US (the second-largest emitter of greenhouse gases after 

China) from the Paris Agreement, due to come into effect one day after the 2020 US 

presidential election. We note that any signatory who withdraws can apply for readmission 

to the UN and re-join within 30 days. 

 

The Global Reporting Initiative Standards (GRI) 

Established in 1997, the Global Reporting Initiative is a non-profit organisation that helps 

governments and businesses to understand and communicate their impact to 

sustainability issues, such as climate change, governance and social well-being. First 

launched in 2000, the GRI Standards were developed as the first global standards for 

sustainability reporting, providing a framework that fosters accountability in sustainable 

practices, and helps identify and manage key risks.  

 

The standards have been continuously developed over 20 years to represent global best 

practice for reporting on economic, environmental and social issues. Developed with multi-

stakeholder contributions, the standards acknowledge the extensive impact of 

sustainability issues and the collaborative effort required to address them. Today, the GRI 

Standards are the most widely adopted global standards for sustainability 

reporting, with 90%+ of the world’s 250 largest companies reporting in their accordance. 

 

The GRI Standards adopt a modular structure, which is divided into four sections. The 

three universal standards are applicable to all organisations conducting a sustainability 

report. These are designed to guide those using the standards, and provide a framework 

for reporting relevant contextual information about the business and how its material 

topics are managed. The following topic-specific standards are subdivided into 

economic, environmental and social specific disclosures, selected by the organisation 

according to the topics reported (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: The GRI Standards  

 
Source: GRI 
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Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) 

The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) is an independent non-profit 

organisation that aims to develop sustainability accounting standards to help public 

companies disclose material information to investors. Launched in November 2018, the 

SASB standards were developed alongside an investor and industry expert 

advisory group to determine which ESG factors were most financially material.  

 

The inventory of 77 industry-specific standards has been designed to enable businesses 

worldwide to identify, manage and communicate financially-material sustainability 

information to their investors. As such, the SASB provides an investor-grade reporting 

standard across a range of communication channels (e.g. sustainability reports, annual 

reports and corporate websites) enabling both companies and investors to make more 

informed decisions on the sustainability factors most likely to have a financially-material 

impact. As of December 2019, 120 companies use the standards for ESG reporting. 

 

SASB’s Materiality Map provides companies and investors with a basic reference to 

understand SASB standards. Sustainability topics are organised under five broad 

categories – Environment, Social Capital, Human Capital, Business Model and 

Innovation, and Leadership and Governance – containing 26 relevant sustainability 

issues (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: SASB sustainability topics and issues 

  

Source: SASB 

 

It was announced in July 2020 that the SASB and the GRI are collaborating to provide 

more clarity on how both standards can be used concurrently for sustainability reporting.   

 

Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 

In December 2015, the then Financial Stability Board chair Mark Carney announced the 

establishment of the TCFD with Michael Bloomberg as chair. The aim of the task force 

was to deliver a voluntary, consistent climate-related financial risks disclosure framework 

in order to provide material information to investors, lenders, insurers and other 

stakeholders.  

 

These recommendations focus on four core themes: governance, strategy, risk 

management, and metrics and targets. While there has been significant growth in 

disclosure of climate-related metrics, current disclosure falls short of what is required to 

make a fully informed investment decision. Greater disclosure in line with TCFD is seen 

as crucial to secure more complete, meaningful, reliable and consistent data across all 

sectors. Institutional investors with more than US$25tn assets under management 

have subsequently backed the final recommendations of the TCFD. 
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In May, law firm Shearman & Sterling published an annual survey of ESG disclosure 

showing that GRI is the leading reporting framework embraced by companies ahead of 

SASB or TCFD. Efforts are under way to simplify reporting for companies. SASB this 

year published a TCFD implementation guide. 

 

Each of the big four accounting groups is being asked to create standard metrics for a 

separate SDG-related theme: governance, human capital, prosperity and environment. 

 

The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) 

The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) is an international network of financial 

institutions, supported by the UN, which aims to help investors worldwide to understand 

the investment implications of ESG factors. In 2006, it launched six Principles, following a 

collaborative development process comprising some of the world’s largest institutional 

investors and headed by Kofi Annan, the then UN Secretary General.  

 

The Principles are based on the assumption that ESG issues (such as climate 

change and human rights) can have a significant impact on the financial 

performance of an investment portfolio, and therefore should be considered alongside 

traditional financial measures. The Principles are an aspirational and voluntary set of 

investment principles, which aim to develop a more sustainable global financial system. 

The Principles are as follows:  

 

1. We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making 

processes. 

2. We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies 

and practices. 

3. We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we 

invest. 

4. We will promote acceptance and implementation of the principles within the 

investment industry. 

5. We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the principles. 

6. We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the 

principles.  

 

All signatories are required to report on their responsible investment activities annually to 

communicate the extent to which they implement the Principles. 

 

Figure 8: Growth of AUM and signatories of the PRI (2006-2020) 

 

Source: PRI (AO – Asset Owners) 

 

Since its inception in 2006, the number of signatories has grown from 100 to over 3,000 

financial institutions (Figure 8). Similarly, AUM has risen from US$6tn to over US$100tn 

in 2020, the largest component of which is held in listed equities (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: The breakdown of AUM by asset class (2018) 

 
Source: PRI  

 

The EU Taxonomy 

In March 2018, the European Commission put forward an action plan for financing 

sustainable growth, part of which was to establish a framework for sustainable economic 

activities. The resultant EU Taxonomy is a classification system of sustainable activities, 

aimed to provide investors and companies with a guide for financing sustainable growth in 

line with the EU’s commitment to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.  

 

The EU Taxonomy recognises the significant role to be played by the financial 

sector in achieving sustainability goals, and sets forth a common language for 

sustainable finance and investment activities. In defining what sustainability is and 

identifying where environmentally sustainable investments can make the biggest impact, 

the EU Taxonomy arms investors and other financial market participants with a blueprint 

to reform practices across the investment chain and shift to an economy consistent with 

the EU’s environmental objectives.  

 

Technical screening criteria establish performance thresholds for economic activities to 

help investors identify opportunities and manage financial risks associated with 

environmental and social issues. The performance thresholds endorse activities that: 

 
 Make a substantive contribution to one of the six environmental objectives (Figure 10); 

 Do no significant harm to the other five objectives; 

 Meet minimum safeguards (e.g. the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights). 

 

Figure 10: The six environmental objectives of the EU Taxonomy  

 
Source: EU Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance  
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Furthermore, investors are encouraged to report and assess progress via the Taxonomy 

disclosure obligations, which better informs the market of the environmental contributions 

made by underlying economic activity. 

 

At the end of 2019, the new EU legislation (the Disclosure Regulation) requiring 

disclosures by asset managers and investment funds relating to sustainable investments 

and sustainability was put in place. This comes into effect at the end of March 2021. 

 

Application to the UK 

Exactly how the EU Taxonomy will apply to UK-based financial institutions is yet to be 

determined due to the ongoing Brexit process. Although the Taxonomy Regulation came 

into effect on 12 July 2020, a number of key provisions will not apply until a later date, 

most likely after the UKs transitionary period ends (on 31 December 2020). As such, the 

UK Government has delayed its decision for adopting the taxonomy until after the Brexit 

transitionary period, due to the lack of technical details on how the legislation will apply.  

 

We note the UK established its own Green Finance Strategy, published in 2019, which 

highlights the importance of the City in achieving a green economy, reiterating the UK’s 

commitment to driving sustainability within the finance sector.  

 

The Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD) 

In December 2019, the European Commission released the European Green Deal, a set 

of policy initiatives outlining a roadmap for the journey to a climate neutral economy by 

2050. Central to the success of this is the flow of public and private capital into sustainable 

activities. As part of the deal, the European Commission committed to reviewing the Non-

Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD), to improve disclosure of climate and environmental 

data from corporations. 

 

Introduced in 2018, the NFRD requires large companies (>500 employees) of public 

interest (listed, banks, insurance companies) to disclose non-financial information 

pertaining to the way they manage social and environmental challenges within its 

annual report. The directive offer a set of non-binding guidelines that aim to help investors 

and other key stakeholders to evaluate the non-financial performance of a company, 

whilst also encouraging these companies to develop a responsible approach to business.  

 

Due to close in Q1 2021, the Commission’s review of the NFRD is expected to improve 

the disclosure requirements to meet the needs of those using the data, aided by a public 

consultation process to accumulate the views of key stakeholders. Notably, the European 

Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) has recommended broadening the scope of the 

directive to include small- and mid-cap listed companies, although it caveats that SMEs 

should be subject to lighter disclosure requirements to reduce the administrative burden.  

 

B Corporations  

Certified B Corporations (B Corps) are businesses that meet the highest standards of 

verified social and environmental performance, public transparency, and legal 

accountability to balance profit and purpose. Granted by B Labs, a global non-profit 

organisation, the B Corp Certification is the only certification that measures a company’s 

entire social and environmental performance. It aims to redefine success to be beyond 

pure financial returns, instead to more inclusive and sustainable products, practices and 

profits.  

 

All companies must complete the B Impact Assessment (BIA), a free, confidential platform 

that evaluates a company’s impact on its workers, community, customers and 

environment. Notably, the BIA assesses performance across the entire business model, 

including day-to-day operations and throughout the supply chain. Questions are 

dependent on the size, sector and market in which a company operates, with around 200 

questions in total. Companies are required to score a minimum of 80 across all impact 

areas.  

 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R2088&from=EN
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Once certified, B Corps are required to pay an annual fee ranging from US$500 to 

US$50,000, depending on annual sales, and must re-certify every three years to retain B 

Corporation status. As of April 2020, there are over 3,300 certified B Corps across 150 

industries in 71 countries. Members include Patagonia, Ben & Jerry’s and Hootsuite.  

 

The QCA Corporate Governance Code 

First released in 2013, the QCA Code provides a corporate governance framework 

tailored for smaller quoted companies. Less prescriptive than the UK Corporate 

Governance Code, which applies to premium-listed companies, the QCA offers a 

practical, outcome-orientated approach to corporate governance for AIM-listed 

companies.  

 

The QCA was updated in 2018 to coincide with changes in AIM that required all AIM-listed 

companies to adopt a recognised corporate governance code as of September 2018. The 

reviewed and condensed code sets out ten principles of corporate governance, with step-

by-step guidance for easy adoption and implementation of these principles.  

 

Figure 11: The 10 corporate governance principles of the QCA   

Deliver growth  

1 Establish a strategy and business model which promotes long-term value for shareholder 

2 Seek to understand and meet shareholder needs and expectations  

3 Take into account wider stakeholder and social responsibilities and their implications for long-term success 

4 Embed effective risk management, considering both opportunities and threats, throughout the organisation  

Maintain a dynamic 

management 

framework  

5 Maintain the board as a well-functioning, balanced team led by the chair 

6 Ensure that between them the directors have the necessary up-to-date experience, skills and capabilities 

7 Evaluate board performance based on clear and relevant objectives, seeking continuous improvement  

8 Promote a corporate culture that is based on ethical values and behaviours 

9 Maintain governance structures and processes that are fit for purpose and support good decision-making by 

the board 

Build trust  
10 Communicate how the company is governed and is performing by maintaining a dialogue with shareholders 

and other relevant stakeholder 
   
Source: Deloitte 

 

Other standards / frameworks 

In this section, we have aimed to overview the most important standards, frameworks and 

principles. These are the ones that we think are the most important now at a global level 

and at a local UK level. However, there are many more that we could have considered 

which include: IRIS, Behind the Brands, The Carbon Disclosure Project, WASH Pledge 

and Guiding Principles for Implementation, Streamlined Energy & Carbon Reporting 

(SECR), Climate Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB), and so on. 
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ESG: who is measuring it? 

 The old adage goes that ‘if you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it’. This is 

equally true for ESG. Through the SDGs and the Paris Agreement, the UN and 

its member countries have clear ideas in which direction governments and 

companies should be heading. But how can they measure and monitor 

progress? 

 Stepping into this market to provide ESG data on companies are traditional 

ratings agencies (Standard & Poors), financial data providers (MSCI, FT 

Russell), dedicated ESG data providers (Sustainalytics, RepRisk) and a number 

of start-ups such as World Wide Generation. 

 In this section we provide an overview of what these data providers offer. 

 

If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it 

ESG data for companies 

For companies, the impact its operations have across environmental, social and 

governance considerations is rising up the agenda in the boardroom. Companies are 

increasingly measuring ESG data and compiling it into annual reports from where the ESG 

data providers scrape the data and generate ratings. Increasingly, this is enabling 

companies to see how they rate amongst one-another which, in turn, is starting to 

drive internal policy. 

 

For example, Apple has pledged to become carbon neutral across its entire business and 

manufacturing supply chain by 2030, so that all its devices will have “zero climate impact” 

at point of sale. Other major organisations committing to carbon reduction programmes 

include: Microsoft, Amazon, Google, Mercedes-Benz and Nike. 

 

Companies are realising that unless they can demonstrate they are ‘good corporate 

citizens’ considering all stakeholders in their business, they could struggle to attract 

investors. An excellent recent example of this concerns fast-fashion business Boohoo. It 

has been alleged that some suppliers have been paying employees below minimum wage 

and enforcing work during the pandemic lockdown. The fear of association made 

several high-profile shareholders take flight, with significant damage inflicted on the 

share price. 

Whilst there has been a large-cap bias towards ESG investments previously, in part due 

to the greater availability of financial and operational resources as well as a scarcity of 

ESG measurement tools for small- and mid-cap companies, it seems only a matter of 

time before these themes grow in importance for smaller companies. Even at the 

large-cap level we have seen a dramatic shift just within the last decade, with more than 

80% of S&P 500 companies reporting on ESG metrics now, compared to just 20% in 

2011. 

 

The importance of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the shift to a 

sustainable economy must not be underestimated. SMEs are regarded as the backbone 

of the European economy, comprising 99% of all businesses in the EU and 99.9% of the 

business population in the UK. Furthermore, the agility of SMEs provides them the 

flexibility to integrate ESG practices at a quicker pace, in comparison to slower-moving 

large corporations.   

 

ESG data for investors 

In January 2020, there was a seismic shift. Larry Fink, the CEO of the world’s largest 

money manager, Blackrock, in his annual letter to CEOs stated that “Climate change 

has become a defining factor in companies’ long-term prospects” and the 

investment decisions surrounding it would lead to a “fundamental reshaping of finance”. 

Blackrock believes that “sustainability and climate-integrated portfolios provide 

better risk-adjusted returns to investors”. 
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For investors, ESG provides an inclusive investment framework that considers not just 

financial performance and associated risks, but also the unpriced risks of an asset. These 

factors can have a material impact on the financial performance of a business, and 

therefore investor returns.  

 

This is not just talk, it is happening now. For instance, since October 2019, UK pension 

funds have been responsible for integrating ESG issues into their investment 

approach. ESG considerations are now part of their fiduciary duty and they are required 

to set out how they account for material ESG issues in their Statement of Investment 

Principals (SIPs). 

 

However, awareness is growing that ESG investing needs a standardised reporting 

approach in the battle to fight climate change and advance other social causes. The big 

question is what reporting standards should be employed and who should audit 

them for assurance as ESG disclosure is mostly handled by companies internally. 

Currently, assurance over ESG information is not a regulatory requirement. 

 

MSCI ESG Ratings 

MSCI has more than 1,000 ESG indices and provides ESG ratings for over 8,300 

companies. These ratings are designed to help investors understand ESG risks and 

opportunities and integrate these factors into their portfolio construction and management 

process. 

 

Figure 12: MSCI ESG Rating Framework and Process Overview 

 
 

Source: MSCI 

 

The MSCI ESG Ratings model (Figure 12) seeks to answer four key questions about 

companies: 

 What are the most significant ESG risks and opportunities facing a company and its 

industry? 

 How exposed is the company to those key risks and/or opportunities? 
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 How well is the company managing key risks and opportunities? 

 What is the overall picture for the company and how does it compare to its global 

industry peers? 

 

MSCI identifies material risks and opportunities for each industry through a quantitative 

model that looks at ranges and average values for each industry for externalised impacts 

such as carbon intensity, water intensity, and injury rates.  

 

Figure 13: MSCI ESG Key Issue hierarchy 

  

Source: MSCI 

 

Companies are rated on an AAA-CCC scale relative to the standards and performance of 

their industry peers. To arrive at a rating, the weighted averages of the Key Issue Scores 

are aggregated and normalised by the company’s industry. Each company’s Final 

Industry-Adjusted Score corresponds to a rating between best (AAA) and worst (CCC).  

 

FTSE Russell ESG Ratings 

FTSE Russell’s ESG ratings and data model seeks to provide an understanding of a 

company’s exposure to, and management of, ESG issues in multiple dimensions.  

 

The ESG ratings comprise an overall rating that breaks down into underlying Pillar and 

Theme exposures and scores. The Pillars and Themes are built on over 300 individual 

indicator assessments that are applied to each company’s unique circumstances. The 14 

Themes are aligned with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

 

The ESG ratings cover 7,200 securities in 47 developed and emerging markets. There is 

an emphasis on materiality as the ratings are exposure-weighted, with the most material 

ESG issues given greater prominence. The measures for assessing and rating 

companies are clearly defined and drive a quantitative data tool output, which investors 

can interrogate and customise (Figure 14).  

 

Oversight on the ESG data model comes via an independent external committee 

comprising experts from the investment community, business, NGOs, unions and 

academia. 
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Figure 14: FTSE Russell ESG rating system 

  

Source: FTSE Russell 

 

S&P Global Ratings ESG Evaluation 

S&P’s ESG Evaluation is an individual assessment of a company’s ESG strategy and 

ability to prepare for potential future risks and opportunities. It provides investors a 

forward-looking, long-term opinion of readiness for disruptive ESG risks and 

opportunities. It is aimed at helping investors understand the risk profile of the business, 

and its relative positioning against local and global peers (Figure 15). 

 

The measure relies upon in-depth engagement with company management to assess 

material ESG impacts on the company, past, present and future. 

 

Figure 15: Example S&P ESG Evaluation of a hypothetical company 

  

Source: S&P Global 
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Sustainalytics 

Sustainalytics is a leading global provider of ESG and corporate governance products 

and services to pension funds and asset managers. It was founded in 2009, but can trace 

its roots in evaluating companies’ sustainability performance all the way back to 1992. It 

aims to provide the insights required for investors and companies to make more informed 

decisions that lead to a more just and sustainable global economy. 

 

Figure 16: Example of Sustainalytics ESG risk rating of Unilever 

  

Source: Sustainalytics 

 

Its data is behind STOXX’s Global ESG leaders index family and it has a partnership with 

FTSE Russell to develop a series of ESG indices. It also has strategic partnerships with 

Glass Lewis and Morningstar, both of which use Sustainalytics’ ESG research within their 

products (Figure 16). It covers 12,000+ companies with its products, which include: 

 Company level ESG research and ratings – the ratings are categorised across five 

risk levels: negligible, low, medium, high and severe, with a ratings scale from 0-100, 

with 100 being the most severe. 

 ESG raw data – composed of more than 220 indicators and 450 separate across 138 

sub-industries. 

 Corporate Governance Research & Ratings – performance of ~4,000 companies 

benchmarked on a variety of metrics. 

 Carbon Risk Ratings – measures a company’s involvement in carbon solutions, its 

carbon intensity, carbon risk and fossil fuel involvement. 

 Country Risk Ratings – measures the risk to a country’s long-term prosperity and 

economic development by assessing how sustainably it is managing its wealth. 

 Sustainable Products Research – identifies companies that derive revenue from 

sustainable products and services, including ones that contribute to the UNs’ 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

 

RepRisk 

RepRisk is the only ESG research provider to leverage advanced machine learning 

alongside more traditional analysis. It includes data from over 149,000 companies and 

37,000 projects across 34 sectors. It has over 13 years of data history going back to 2007. 

It has its roots in credit risk management and the purpose of its dataset is not to provide 

ESG ratings, but to systematically identify and assess material ESG risks (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: RepRisk capabilities 

  

Source: RepRisk 

 

World Wide Generation 

UK early-stage company World Wide Generation (WWG) has developed a novel piece of 

software called Company Tracker. In essence, WWG has mapped all the key ESG 

standards and frameworks onto the 17 SDGs, providing a one-stop-shop for a company 

to develop its own ESG compliance plan. 

 

Figure 18: Part of the Company Tracker configuration 

  

Source: WWG / G17eco 

 

Company Tracker enables a company to select which SDGs it feels it can contribute 

most towards (Figure 18) as well as other standard and frameworks that it wants to 

comply with (GRIs, PRIs, B-Corp etc) and the software will automatically generate the 

questionnaire covering all these standards / frameworks. A company can gather all the 

necessary data and verification documents using the Company Tracker platform, forming 

the basis for submission to the various authorities, ratings agencies and its own ongoing 

ESG monitoring. 

 

In our view, this software is a breakthrough for companies trying to navigate the extreme 

complexity of all the various ESG standards, as well as demonstrate continuous 

improvement towards specific standards to its various stakeholders.
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ESG: who is investing in it? 

 Incorporating ESG into the investment process is now essentially mainstream: 

a recent survey suggested that 90% of global fund managers use ESG to some 

extent to make decisions, primarily for risk management purposes. There are 

now literally hundreds of funds available from mainstream players (Blackrock, 

Vanguard) through to specialists (Parnassus, Impax). 

 Fund flows into ESG-driven funds have been impressive. ESG-focused funds 

took in almost US$70bn of assets in 2019 while traditional equity funds suffered 

almost US$200bn in outflows. This bifurcation has been exacerbated with the 

onset of the pandemic. According to Morningstar, the global sustainable fund 

universe brought in US$46bn in Q1 2020 (compared with outflows of US$385bn 

for the overall fund universe) and a further US$71bn in Q2 2020. We estimate 

that one quarter of fund inflows in the UK in Q2 were into the 

sustainable/responsible investment segment. 

 Evidence continues to mount that ESG investment styles deliver higher returns 

with lower risk. This outperformance has become particularly notable since the 

beginning of 2020, through the COVID-19 market crash and subsequent 

rebound. Morningstar research shows that European-based ESG funds have 

outperformed conventional funds across 1, 3, 5 and 10-year timeframes. 

 

Fund managers increasingly applying ESG to the investment process 

The financial sector is expected to be a critical enabler in the transition to achieving 

a sustainable economy. Investors hold significant influence as allocators of capital and 

can leverage this position to effect sustainable change within investee companies.  

 

Momentum has increased significantly during the last few years, in part aided by the 

growing attention surrounding the impacts of environmental degradation (specifically 

corporate carbon footprint), social challenges (including employee and labour standards) 

and governance practices (such as gender and ethnic representation at board level) on 

investment performance, and ultimately shareholder returns. 

 

A recent survey by the New City Initiative captures this dynamic very well (Fig 19). It 

clearly shows that five years ago, slightly less than half of fund managers incorporated 

ESG into the investment process whereas today, c90% do. What is also interesting to see 

is that more than half use ESG factors for risk management purposes (presumably looking 

for poor governance, poor working practices and/or potential environmental problems). 

 

Figure 19: Investor sentiment toward ESG is shifting as they increasingly consider ESG factors  

 
Source: New City Initiative, 2019 

 

With Larry Fink / Blackrock now providing their financial muscle to ESG ideas, it is no 

surprise that ESG in investing is now considered almost mainstream. However, two early 

pioneers of incorporating ESG into their investment process stand out: 
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 Parnassus Investments – the Parnassus Core Equity fund is the largest ESG 

focussed fund in the US with US$18bn of assets, as well as being one of the oldest, 

stretching back to 1992. 

 Impax Asset Management – an ESG pioneer founded in the UK in 1998. It has a 

range of ESG-focused funds with AUM (inc. advice) of £18.1bn (US$22.5bn). 

 

Meanwhile, existing conventional fund managers are increasingly bringing themselves in 

line with ESG standards. One reason for this is the largely involuntary and ever-

increasing regulatory requirements to invest more ‘responsibly’, encouraging the entire 

fund management sector to become more ESG compliant. 

 

Since October 2019, UK pension funds have been responsible for integrating ESG 

issues into their investment approach. ESG considerations are now part of their 

fiduciary duty and they are required to set out how they account for material ESG issues 

in their Statement of Investment Principals (SIPs). 

 

The US government has expressed no interest in requiring ESG disclosures, 

although this has not prevented significant fund flows into the sector as we shall 

illustrate later in this section. China, on the other hand, has said it wants mandatory ESG 

reporting for all publicly traded companies by the end of 2020. 

 

It is also worth highlighting that as the profile of the ESG sector has grown, fund 

managers have moved to release more specialist ESG focused funds that are run 

alongside their existing funds, in order to appeal to the more ESG conscious investor 

base. 

 

We expect to see the adoption of ESG pick up further with the next generation of 

investors, ESG-conscious millennials, who are to benefit from a £5.5 trillion generational 

wealth transfer from their baby boomer parents over the next 30 years in the UK alone. 

 

Differing approaches to ESG 

Different ESG funds often have different approaches to ESG integration. They may focus 

on one particular aspect/theme of ESG and often vary in terms of the magnitude of 

integration. 

 

One way of classifying all these different approaches is using Fund EcoMarket’s ‘SRI 

Styles’ directory which assigns funds ethically or thematically similar groupings. These 

styles are outlined below: 

 For funds focussing on ‘ethical’ strategies: 

 Ethically balanced: application of a number of both positive and negative ethical 

screening policies, actively seeking to incorporate companies exhibiting positive ESG 

characteristics and screening out those that do not. 

 Negative ethical: use of negative ethical screens, ensuring avoidance of companies 

involved in the likes of armaments, gambling, tobacco and alcohol. 

 Limited exclusions: a more ‘light-touch’ (and less comprehensive) sub-style of 

negative ethical, with funds excluding only a small fraction of their investable universe, 

such as excluding only tobacco producers. 

 Faith based: screen based on specific religious principles. 

 Funds focussing on ‘thematic’ strategies: 

 Sustainability themed: a focus on sustainability related opportunities and issues, 

aiming to take advantage of long-term societal and environmental trends, investing in 

longer-term focused, sustainably managed businesses. 

 Environmental themed: integration of environmental issues into fund management 

with a focus on long-term environmental and resource-related trends. Companies are 
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often considered based on environmental credentials and how they could benefit from 

regulatory changes and improving environmental standards. 

 Social themed: focused on companies that bring societal benefits. Funds select 

companies based on criteria such as employee relations, human rights, equal 

opportunities and benefits to communities. 

 Strategies that apply to either an individual fund or across all fund manager assets:  

 ESG plus: indicates managers have strong ESG strategies integrated into the 

investment research process, alongside additional ethical/stewardship related activity. 

 Responsible ownership: strategy in which fund managers work alongside the 

companies they invest in to encourage best practise on different aspects of ESG. 

 

Often more active funds will have their own, more specific system for qualification into 

their portfolios. Alignment with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) is a 

common requirement (e.g. Fundsmith Sustainable Equity Fund, Hermes SDG Equity 

Fund), whilst some monitor quantitative metrics such as waste or CO2 production relative 

to turnover, and the proportion of female directors/independents on companies’ boards. 

 

As a result of these sector-wide criteria, there are a handful of companies with relatively 

low carbon footprints and good governance that appear in almost every large cap ESG 

fund. Examples of companies commonly held in ESG funds would be Microsoft, Visa, 

Apple and Unilever. 

 

Some environmentally themed funds are even more ESG ‘specialist’, with many targeting 

investment in just one subset of the environmental ESG universe, such as solar or wind 

projects. A broad selection of ESG funds is illustrated in the Appendix. 

 

Fund flows into ESG 

Pioneering ESG funds as we know them today came into existence in the early 1990s. 

Starting out relatively slowly, they began to gather momentum and over the last decade, 

we have seen record levels of ESG fund inflows and ESG fund inceptions. The Financial 

Times reported that ESG-focused funds took in almost US$70bn of assets in 2019, 

while traditional equity funds suffered almost US$200bn in outflows. 

 

There are numerous potential drivers explaining increasing fund flows into ESG. Below 

we outline some of these possible explanations:  

 Higher returns: there is a growing body of evidence to suggest ESG styles of 

investing provide higher returns for lower risk, making ESG funds more attractive to 

investors. We look at this in more detail later. 

 Current affairs and climate change: increasing political volatility and increasingly 

extreme climate events bolstered by publicity surrounding the Greta Thunberg and 

Extinction Rebellion campaigns may have played a role in bringing the option of 

socially conscious investment to the forefront of investors’ minds. 

 Increasing investment from younger investors: Younger generations tend to be 

more in favour of responsible investing, and this ‘socially conscious’ base will continue 

to grow, with Hargreaves Lansdown noting that c£5tn is expected to pass from ‘Baby 

Boomers’ to their children over the next few years. It also highlights that 90% of 

Millennials want to invest on an ESG-compliant basis, and that 84% already do. 

 

Figure 20 illustrates US sustainable fund flows and exemplifies how fund flows into ESG-

style portfolios has picked up over the last decade and accelerated since the start of 

2019 and accelerating into 2020: 
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Figure 20: US sustainable funds estimated quarterly flows (US$bn) 

 
 

 

Source: Morningstar 

 

We have consolidated the AUM of the funds listed in the appendix to give a broad idea of 

how ESG AUM has grown over time (Figure 21). Note that this is not comprehensive and 

should be used only as a proxy for total ESG AUM growth. 

 

Figure 21: Aggregate AUM for selected ESG asset classes (US$bn) 

 
 

 

Source: FactSet 

 

ESG fund inflows accelerate through the COVID-19 pandemic  

Funds have continued to move into ESG portfolios as COVID-19 has spread, whilst 

traditional funds have seen substantial outflows. According to data provider 

Morningstar, the global sustainable fund universe brought in US$45.6bn in Q1 2020 

compared to outflows of US$384.7bn for the overall fund universe. Sustainable funds 

maintained momentum, taking in a further US$71.1bn in Q2 2020. 

 

By the end of June 2020, global sustainable fund assets had rebounded 25% since the 

‘COVID sell-off’ to US$1,061bn, 11% higher than the previous record high of US$960bn 

set at the end of 2019. Assets in the global fund universe also rebounded but to a lesser 

extent, increasing by 13% during Q2 2020. We also note that 125 new sustainable funds 

were brought to market in Q2, with new launches having remained relatively consistent 

for the last five quarters. 
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In the UK, data from the Investment Association shows ‘responsible investments’ 

comprehensively outperforming the overall fund market in 2020 YTD, with AUM 

decreasing by -0.7% and -8.3% in February and March respectively (decrease of -6.0% 

and -10.5% for all funds) before a strong rebound in Q2 of +29.0% (+15.0% for all). 

 

As of June 2020, responsible investments AUM made up 2.6% of all UK funds, up from 

1.7% in May 2019 (Figures 22 and 23). 

 

Figure 22: Growth in FUM for UK funds, indexed to 100 in May-19 

 
 

 

Source: IA 

 

Figure 23: Responsible investment FUM rising off a low base (£bn) 

 
 

 

Source: IA 

 

Net retail sale data shows ongoing inflows into responsible investments funds in the UK 

throughout the nationwide lockdown, including record inflows of almost £1bn in both April 

and May 2020 followed by an impressive c£700m in June (Figure 24). Responsible 

investment funds brought in £123m in March, at a time when equity, fixed income and 

mixed asset funds were generally all suffering heavy outflows in excess of £1bn. 
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Figure 24: Net retail sales of UK funds (£m) 

   Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 

                       

Equity funds £m -1,690 648 503 1,792 881 -245 -1,114 2,349 1,606 421 

Fixed income funds £m 793 1,331 135 1,139 1,718 640 -7,440 903 1,892 2,071 

Mixed asset funds £m 845 482 1,271 782 673 715 -1,018 872 585 398 

                       

Funds of funds £m 448 493 1,176 929 554 1,123 -564 748 541 281 

Tracker funds £m 1,546 1,845 2,247 1,966 2,064 1,577 467 1,447 1,261 2,135 

Responsible investments £m 351 467 360 451 539 745 123 969 911 669 

                       

ISAs £m -263 -594 -343 -129 -335 -440 -744 1,118 484 -60 

                       

All funds £m 350 2,452 1,612 3,600 4,182 2,082 -9,679 4,158 4,792 2,221 
  

Source: IA 

 

Data from Morningstar shows similar patterns in other regions, with ‘sustainable’ fund 

inflows maintained in major ESG markets throughout Q1 and Q2 2020 as COVID-19 took 

hold in most major economies. In some regions such as the US and Canada sustainable 

fund inflows actually saw a substantial increase (Figures 25 through 31). 

 

Figure 25: US ESG fund inflows hit record highs in Q1 
and Q2 (US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
 

 Figure 26: EU ESG flows have remained strong despite 
COVID & lockdown (US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
 

 

Figure 27: Canadian ESG flows also hit record highs 
during Q1 before normalising (US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
 

 Figure 28: Aus./NZ flows remained strong throughout 
(US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
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Figure 29: Positive Japanese inflows in Q1 were 
followed by net flows of zero in Q2 (US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
 

 Figure 30: Asia saw unprecedented inflows in Q1, but 
material outflows in Q2 (US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
 

 

Figure 31: Substantial inflows globally in Q2, with 
Europe making up 86% of the total (US$bn) 

 
 

Source: Morningstar 
 

  

 

The continued inflows seen in Q1 and Q2 2020 emphasise the ‘stickiness’ of ESG 

investments. Investors in sustainable funds tend to be more driven by values, and have 

longer-term investment horizons, making them more willing to ride out periods of poor 

performance. We therefore envisage ESG fund inflows maintaining their positive momentum. 

 

Increasing shareholder activism 

As inflows to ESG funds have continued, there has also been considerable rise in 

investor activism, specifically relating to climate change. 2020 is set to be a landmark 

year, with an ever-increasing number of significant climate change-related resolutions 

being proposed and passed. 

 

Initially, fund managers anticipated the COVID-19 crisis having an adverse impact on 

investor attention for ESG. Evidently, this has not materialised. Aviva Investors puts this 

down to investors fearing the economic fallout seen during the pandemic being 

repeatedly replicated should the world fail to stop global warming. 

 

An open letter from pension fund executives, including Hiro Mizuno (CIO of Japan’s 

Government Pension Investment fund), published in March stated that climate change 

has the potential to destroy US$70tn in global wealth by the end of the century. Other 

regulators, including Mark Carney, have also warned of significant investment risks from 

‘stranded assets’. 
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COVID-19 seems to have focussed minds, with fewer holding the view that issues like 

climate change ‘can wait until tomorrow’. Numerous large global companies have 

recently voted on climate change resolutions: 

 Santos: 43% of shareholders supported a resolution requiring the energy company to 

set targets in line with the Paris agreement, the highest level of support a targets-

based resolution has ever received. 

 Mizuho Financial: 35% of shareholders supported Japan’s first climate change 

proposal calling for the banking group to disclose a Paris agreement plan. 

 Chevron: A resolution passed calling on Chevron to disclose its lobbying on global 

warming. 

 JPMorgan: Almost half of shareholders recently backed a climate proposal. 

 

Only a few of these resolutions actually passed, suggesting arguments in the investment 

community are far from settled, but pressure from large investors is increasing. According 

to Proxy Insight, average investor support for environmental resolutions during the first 

half of 2020 was 32.7% in the US and Canada, up from 21.9% in 2019. 

 

Some of the largest investment companies have been reluctant to change how they 

operate, but even they now seem to be planning for change. BlackRock for example, has 

faced criticism over its alleged inaction for years but revealed in January 2020 plans to 

put climate change at the centre of its investment process by launching new ESG funds, 

divestment of coal holdings and taking a tougher line on global warming in boardroom 

discussions. 

 

The proportion of asset managers pushing for different climate-related engagement 

priorities has continued to rise, with select proposals now receiving significant levels of 

support (Figure 32): 

 

Figure 32: Support for climate-related engagement priorities (% asset managers) 

 
 

 

Source: FT, ShareAction 
Respondents could select a maximum of 5 key priorities 
*Task force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
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How has ESG performed?  

ESG funds are no longer appealing only to those looking to invest ‘responsibly’. 

Evidence continues to mount that ESG investment styles deliver higher returns 

with lower risk. This outperformance has become particularly notable since the 

beginning of 2020, through the COVID-19 market crash and subsequent rebound. 

 

Morningstar research shows that European-based ESG funds have outperformed 

conventional funds across 1, 3, 5 and 10-year timeframes. Separately, the Financial 

Times has found that almost 6 out of 10 sustainable funds delivered higher returns than 

conventional funds over the past 10 years. 

 

More recently, Hargreaves Lansdown reported that, in Q1 2020, 60% of European ESG 

ETFs outperformed broader European markets with an equivalent figure of 59% in the 

US. Data from Morningstar supports this, with 51 of its 57 sustainable indices 

outperforming their broad market counterparts in Q1; the same was true for 15 out of 17 

sustainable indices for MSCI. 

 

Consistent, outperformance from ESG styles is demonstrated by the indices outlined 

below: 

 MSCI KLD 400 Social Index has existed in various incarnations since May 1990, and 

is widely regarded as the oldest SRI index in the World. The index consists of 400 

companies selected from the MSCI USA IMI Index, providing exposure to companies 

with high MSCI ESG ratings and excluding companies whose products might have 

negative ESG impacts (alcohol, tobacco, gambling, firearms etc.). 

 The KLD 400 Social has consistently outperformed its ‘parent’ MSCI USA IMI index. 

Between Aug 2010 and Jul 2020 it achieved a return of 259%, outperforming the 

MSCI USA by 44 percentage points (Figure 33).  

 Since May 1994 the KLD 400 has produced annualised returns of 10.2%, whereas the 

MSCI USA IMI has produced annualised returns of 10.0%. 

 MSCI ACWI Sustainable Impact Index identifies companies that derive 50%+ of 

revenues from products/services that address environmental or social challenges (in 

the context of the UN’s 17 SDGs) and excludes companies that fail to meet minimum 

ESG standards. The index then weights potential holdings by the percentage of 

revenue derived from products/services that addresses themes related to the SDGs. 

 MSCI estimates that the ACWI Sustainable Impact Index has a 71% greater exposure 

to revenue derived from sustainable impact solutions than its parent MSCI ACWI 

Index (MSCI’s flagship global equity index) and has generated returns of 75% since 

inception in Nov 2015, equating to 26 percentage point of outperformance (Figure 34). 

 

Figure 33: Performance of KLD 400 

 
 

Source: MSCI 
 

 Figure 34: Performance of ACWI Sustainable Impact 

 
 

Source: MSCI 
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Sustainalytics ESG risk rating indices 

Additionally, we have formed a set of indices based on Sustainalytics’ Company ESG 

Risk Ratings. Sustainalytics has assigned over 4,000 companies across 50+ exchanges 

an ESG rating from 0-100, providing a uniform measure of “the level of unmanaged ESG 

risk for all ESG issues” for each company. The lower a company’s risk rating, the lower 

the overall risk of experiencing material financial impact due to ESG factors. 

 

ESG risk ratings are split into five categories: Negligible (ratings from 0-10), Low (10-20), 

Medium (20-30), High (30-40) and Severe (40+). We have split the 4,000+ companies by 

category and formed indices going back to 2010. Sample sizes and average risk ratings 

for each category’s index are illustrated in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: Characteristics of Sustainalytics ESG indices 

Index Negligible Low Medium High Severe 

Sample size 40 1,112 1,731 866 337 

Average risk rating 8.7 16.3 24.9 34.0 46.7 
  

Source: finnCap, Sustainalytics 

 

We highlight that the ‘negligible’ index had a far lower sample size, and was driven by a 

handful of large outliers. Consequently, we do not feel this particular index can be viewed 

as reliable, but have left it in the graph in Figure 36. 

 

Over the 10-year period, companies with medium ESG risk ratings have outperformed 

significantly (Figure 36), followed by the ‘low’ index, then ‘high’ and ‘severe’. We note that 

‘low’ and ‘medium’ performed almost in line with each other until c2017, at which point 

‘medium’ began to surge ahead. 

 

Conclusions from these indices are perhaps not as clear cut as ESG advocates might 

like. ‘Medium’ risk has performed very materially better than other risk categories, while 

‘Negligible’, ‘Low’ and ‘High’ risk categories delivered similar returns overall. At least the 

‘Severe’ risk category delivered the worst result. 

 

Figure 36: Sustainalytics ESG indices over ten years 

 
 

 

Source: finnCap, Sustainalytics 
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Why have ESG funds seemingly performed better than their conventional 

counterparts? 

There are various arguments as to why ESG generally outperforms, most of these boil 

down to ESG funds using more rigorous screening techniques, often in addition to 

standard financial screens used by most conventional funds. We outline some of the 

most commonly cited individual arguments below: 

 Focus on longer-term growth/sustainability: Most ESG funds (including Al Gore’s 

Generation IM) tend to place more of an emphasis on sustainability than traditional 

funds. Sustainable in the sense that they focus on companies that are (or will 

become) self-sufficient and will prosper as the World, and the legal, political and 

financial systems that govern it, continues to change. 

 Screening out high risk companies: ESG integration into fundamental financial 

analysis also contributes to risk management, offering a new lens on potentially 

material factors that could affect a company’s long-term potential and lowers risk of 

exposure to ‘stranded’ assets and governance-related/reputational risks from 

undesirable social/governance practises. Conventional financial analysis will not 

necessarily be able to capture such risks. 

 Stronger leadership: In our view, stronger managers will look to encourage board 

independence and reduce things like waste, water usage, employee turnover (even if 

just to save cost), amongst other actions they take to improve performance, meaning 

stronger leadership could go hand in hand with ESG compliance. 

 More engagement with management: ESG funds (such as Mirabaud Equities 

Global Focus) ensure they keep very close and constant contact with management of 

the companies they hold to remain updated on progress relating to ESG compliance, 

but also ensuring they remain updated on other aspects, allowing for a more complete 

picture of the companies they hold. 

 Higher quality/growth weighting: By looking at investable companies based on both 

financial and social potential, fund managers (e.g. for AB Sustainable Global 

Thematic) find that their analysis is weighted more towards quality/growth companies. 

In our view, quality/growth are the most appropriate styles for the long-term investors, 

with empirical evidence pointing to consistently higher returns, as we have shown with 

our own analysis with Slide Rule. 

 Overexposure to certain sectors: ESG analysis tends to favour certain sectors over 

others since they are by nature more ESG-appropriate. For example, tech and life 

science companies tend to appear far more frequently in ESG portfolios than 

companies in the oil and gas sector due to their substantially lower carbon footprints. 

Since tech/life science companies have outperformed many other sectors over the 

last 5-10 years, it is likely this bias can be used to explain at least some of ESG funds’ 

outperformance. 

 Overexposure to certain companies: Similarly, strict application of ESG 

requirements often leads to a handful of mega caps being included in most large ESG 

funds. Typical examples would again be tech and life science companies with low 

emissions and ‘good’ corporate governance such as Microsoft, Apple and Visa. 

Many of these ‘ESG essentials’ have outperformed significantly in recent years, which 

could also contribute to ESG’s overall outperformance. 
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finnCap corporate ESG scorecard 

 We have created a simple ESG scorecard for companies based around 15 

datapoints, 5 in each of E, S and G. As far as possible, these data points are 

quantitative, unambiguous, uncontroversial, easily obtained and – hopefully – 

meaningful. We collected data on 102 companies and make some key 

observations and recommendations. 

 Key observation: where there is scrutiny there is compliance. Sectors that have 

been under public/investor pressure to ‘do better’ score higher than expected in 

our survey. The good showing of the Industrials sector as a whole is a case in 

point, despite the inherent disadvantages of its Environmental footprint. That all 

sectors do well on Governance is a clear reflection of investor focus in this area 

 Key recommendations: we have three key recommendations for companies 

looking to demonstrate their ESG credentials to potential investors: i) obtain the 

key environmental datapoints (energy, CO2, water and waste), particularly for 

non-industrial businesses there is likely to be little to be afraid of; ii) prepare 

and apply the most important policies (environmental, discrimination, ethics 

and community outreach); and iii) continue to try to achieve greater diversity in 

the boardroom. Armed as such, in our view, most smaller companies will be 

able to look forward to the forthcoming ESG scrutiny with confidence. 

 

finnCap ESG scorecard: what factors does it consider? 

Understanding the ‘ESG’ picture on a company is undoubtedly a complex exercise. For 

instance: Sustainalytics collects over 200 data points on a business to compute its score; 

to become B-Corp certified there are c300 searching questions that must be answered 

about environmental footprint, social policies etc. 

 

As a tentative first step in gathering data on this subject, we decided to create a far less 

onerous scorecard, based around 15 datapoints, five in each of E, S and G (Figure 37). 

As far as possible, these data points are quantitative, unambiguous, uncontroversial, 

easily obtained and – hopefully – meaningful. Experience suggests that 10 of the 15 

datapoints can usually be found in a company’s annual Report & Accounts filing. The 

balance required a response from the company. 

 

Figure 37: Components of the finnCap ESG scorecard 

  

Source: finnCap 
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How the sectors stack up on the Scorecard metrics 

 We sent the scorecard to all the companies that we have under coverage. A few 

companies did not want to participate, while a few others were unable to get us the 

required data in time. Ultimately, we received 102 scorecards from across the 

sectors we cover, and the sector-level results are presented below. 

 A health warning on the data: while we were able to obtain virtually all the data on 

the Social and Governance factors, the Environmental factors were another matter. Of 

the 102 scorecards we received, only 33 were able to provide any environmental data 

at all. Within that, only 7 were able to provide all the data! We highlight in the 

discussion below where we need to be cautious about drawing conclusions. Of course 

finding data that is consistent and that can be compared across industries is one of 

the major challenges of ESG measurement and analysis. 

 

ENVIRONMENT: Energy Consumption 

Figure 38: Median energy intensity by sector (MWh/£m) 

  

Source: finnCap. No data available for Life Sciences or Energy companies 

 Measurement: total power consumption in last completed year (MWh) divided by total 

revenue in the same year (£m) to give a measure of the energy intensity of a 

business. No data was available for Life Science or, ironically, Energy companies. 27 

companies in total were able to provide this information; 

 Interpretation: median energy intensity across all sectors was 30MWh/£m, with 

an average of 113MWh/£m, reflecting the high proportion of Industrial companies that 

provided data relative to other sectors. It seems intuitively correct that the 

Industrials sector should be the sector with the highest energy intensity 

(median 100MWh/£m) as industrial processes tend to require lots of power to run 

machinery and/or heat to drive chemical processes. At the other end of the spectrum, 

businesses that are largely centred on office work such as Financials would be 

expected to have low energy intensity and that proves to be the case here. 
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ENVIRONMENT: Carbon Dioxide Emissions 

Figure 39: Median CO2 intensity by sector (tonnes/£m) 

  

Source: finnCap. No data available for Life Sciences or Energy companies 

 Measurement: total CO2 emissions in the last completed year (tonnes) divided by 

total revenue in the same year (£m) to give a measure of the carbon intensity of a 

business. No data was available for Life Science or Energy companies. 23 companies 

in total were able to provide this information; 

 Interpretation: median carbon intensity across all sectors was 39 tonnes/£m, 

with an average of 175 tonnes/£m, reflecting the high proportion of Industrial 

companies that provided data relative to other sectors. With so few data points, we 

can only make a few general observations. That the Industrials median is similar to all 

sectors seems surprising but is explained by a very wide dispersion of values. This 

reflects a very wide range of businesses in the sector from light assembly (very low 

carbon intensity) through to energy intense manufacturing and transformation 

processes (high carbon intensity). The Industrials average of 400 tonnes/£m is 

perhaps more indicative. What is also surprising is the relatively high carbon intensity 

of the Tech sector, which likely reflects relatively high levels of power consumption for 

data storage and servers. 
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ENVIRONMENT: Water Consumption 

Figure 40: Median water intensity by sector (m3/£m) 

  

Source: finnCap. No data available for Tech, Consumer, Life Sciences or Energy companies 

 Measurement: total water consumption in the last completed year (m3) divided by 

total revenue in the same year (£m) to give a measure of the water intensity of a 

business. No data was available for Life Science, Energy, Consumer or Tech 

companies. 16 companies in total were able to provide this information, the majority 

being in the Industrials sector; 

 Interpretation: median water intensity across all sectors was 85m3/£m. There 

was a greater dispersion of results for this factor than any other: a range of 20 – 

200m3/£m covered all businesses with office or light industrial operations. The biggest 

outliers (by several orders of magnitude) were agricultural operators and basic food 

producers, particularly if operations required irrigation. 

 

ENVIRONMENT: Waste Production 

Figure 41: Median waste intensity by sector (tonnes/£m) 

  

Source: finnCap. No data available for Tech, Life Sciences or Energy companies 

 Measurement: total waste to landfill in the last completed year (tonnes) divided by 

total revenue in the same year (£m) to give a measure of the waste intensity of a 

business. No data was available for Life Science, Energy or Tech companies. 13 

companies in total were able to provide this information, the majority being in the 

Industrials and Support Service sectors; 
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 Interpretation: median waste intensity across all sectors was 1 tonne/£m, with 

an average of 3 tonnes/£m. Once again, we have very few data points to work with so 

conclusions are very general. However, it is interesting to see the Consumer sector 

with the greatest waste intensity, perhaps reflecting issues with packaging and stock 

becoming obsolete/spoiled faster than in other industries. At the other end of the 

spectrum, it was pleasing to identify two companies that have become genuinely ‘zero 

waste’: MP Evans and Accsys. 

 

ENVIRONMENT: Environmental Policies 

Figure 42: % companies by sector with an environmental policy 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: we asked companies whether they had an environmental policy or 

not. 

 Interpretation: across all sectors, 63% of companies had an environmental 

policy. It was interesting to note that the sectors that are generally thought to have 

the highest environmental impact (namely Energy, Industrial and Consumer) are 

those that have acted first to develop appropriate policies for mitigation. Indeed, all 

Consumer companies we survey had an environmental policy, as did 94% of 

Industrial companies. Relatively few Financial or Life Science companies have 

developed a policy yet, possibly reflecting their perceived minimal impact on the 

environment. 
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SOCIAL: Employee turnover 

Figure 43: FY2019 employee turnover (%) 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: number of leavers in the last full year divided by the total number of 

employees expressed as a percentage. Half of the companies surveyed were able to 

provide us with this data. 

 Interpretation: median employee turnover across all sectors was 14%, with an 

average of 11%. These values were broadly similar across all sectors, except for 

Consumer, which had a relatively high turnover of 26%. We suspect this elevated 

level of turnover could be driven by seasonal working requirements as well as some 

companies involved in large-scale restructuring over the period. The Energy sector 

recorded remarkably low employee turnover. We believe this reflects development-

level business largely staffed by a small number of senior people who are trying to 

bring projects to fruition. 

 

SOCIAL: Tax paid 

Figure 44: Tax rate, average over last three full years (%) 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: tax paid divided by adjusted pre-tax profits (%) for the last full year. 
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 Interpretation: median tax rate across all sectors was 8%, with an average also at 

8%. This compares to a UK corporation tax rate of 19%. Those sectors with the most 

mature, profitable businesses pay an average rate of tax similar to the UK corporate 

rate (Industrials, Support Services and Financials). Tech and Consumer contain a mix 

of established business, early-stage businesses and a number that are unprofitable or 

are utilising previous tax losses, hence sector aggregate tax rates about half that of 

the UK rate. The Life Science sector stands out as being a group of businesses that 

are all pre-profit and benefitting from material tax credits, equivalent to c15% of pre-

tax losses. 

 

SOCIAL: Discrimination policy 

Figure 45: % companies by sector with a discrimination policy 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: we asked companies whether they had a discrimination policy or not. 

 Interpretation: across all sectors, 67% of companies had a discrimination 

policy. Interestingly, two sectors that are often considered ‘male dominated’, 

Financials and Industrials, are the two sectors where all companies had a 

discrimination policy, possibly in an attempt to move away from perceived male 

dominance. Circa two-thirds of Tech, Support Services and Consumer companies 

have discrimination policies, outliers being Life Sciences and Energy companies, 

where less than a third had policies in place. 
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SOCIAL: Community outreach policy 

Figure 46: % companies by sector with a community outreach policy 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: we asked companies whether they had a community outreach policy 

or not. 

 Interpretation: across all sectors, 38% of companies had a community outreach 

policy. Across the board, less companies have adopted community outreach 

initiatives versus internal discrimination and ethics policies and this is something that 

could be worth addressing to get local community ‘buy-in’. Once again, the Industrials 

sector does better than the average, along with Support Services and Consumer. The 

Life Science sector is notably under-represented, with only 11% of businesses 

offering such programmes. 

 

SOCIAL: Ethics policy 

Figure 47: % companies by sector with an ethics policy 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: we asked companies whether they had an ethics policy or not. 

 Interpretation: across all sectors, 75% of companies had an ethics policy. Very 

encouragingly, all companies in the Industrials, Support Service, Consumer and 

Financials sectors had ethics policies. Again, the Life Science sector is notably under-

represented, with only 21% of businesses offering such policies. 
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GOVERNANCE: Proportion of female directors 

Figure 48: proportion of female directors on plc board (%) 

 
 

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: number of female directors as a percentage of all directors. 

 Interpretation: there was an average of 12% female directors across all sectors. 

While there was not a great deal of dispersion at sector level, at a company level 

there was a great deal of disparity: there was at least one company in every sector 

with zero female directors. Confounding the popular view of male dominance, it was 

the Finance sector with the greatest proportion of female directors (average 19%), 

with one company having a majority of female directors. Sadly, the perception of male 

dominance lives on at Energy (4%) and Industrial (9%) companies. 

 

GOVERNANCE: Proportion of independent directors 

Figure 49: Proportion of independent directors on the plc board (%) 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: number of independent directors as a percentage of all directors. 

 Interpretation: there was an average of 44% independent directors across all 

sectors. It is considered optimal that approximately half of directors are independent 

and all sectors fit into a notional 40-50% range with the exception of Financials where, 

on average, only 25% of directors are independent. 
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GOVERNANCE: CEO pay 

Figure 50: CEO pay by sector as a multiple of UK median earnings (x) 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: cash payments to the CEO (salary, bonus, other benefits) in the last 

full year, divided by UK median earnings (£30k). 

 Interpretation: CEO earnings averaged 12.5x UK median earnings across all 

sectors. There was surprisingly little variation between sectors with all sectors fitting 

within a notional band of 12-14x UK median earnings, with the material exception of 

Life Sciences (9x) and Energy (16x). 

 

GOVERNANCE: Is the CEO and Chairman role split (%) 

Figure 51: % companies by sector where the CEO and Chairman role is split 

  

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: we checked whether the CEO role and the Chairman role was split. 

 Interpretation: the CEO and Chairman roles were split in 95% of the companies 

we surveyed. This rose to 100% of the companies in the Tech, Industrials, Support 

Service, Consumer and Financials sectors.  
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GOVERNANCE: adheres to the QCA code (or equivalent)? 

Figure 52: % companies by sector adhering to the QCA code (%) 

 
 

Source: finnCap 

 Measurement: we checked whether a company adheres to the QCA Corporate 

Governance code, or other similar standard if not based in the UK. 

 Interpretation: we found that 95% of companies in the survey adhere to the QCA 

Corporate Governance code (or equivalent). All Industrials, Consumer and Energy 

companies adhere to the code, as do over 90% of companies in Tech, Financials and 

Life Sciences. 

 

Which sector is the most ‘ESG compliant’? 

We have noted the flaws in our Scorecard (specifically the amount of Environmental data 

we were able to collect) but we thought it would be interesting to get a sense of which 

sectors perform ‘best’ on an ESG basis at this point in time. We ranked all the sectors on 

the individual ESG factors and applied an equal weight to each factor. We were then able 

to rank the sectors by Environmental, Social and Governance performance as well as 

obtain an overall rank (Figure 53). 

 

Figure 53: which sectors score best in each category and ESG overall 

  

Source: finnCap 

We would highlight the following: 

 Environmental rank: the Financials sector has the best Environmental score, 

based on very low consumption of energy and water and minimal CO2 and waste 

production, albeit a minority have environmental policies. The Industrials and Tech 

sectors came joint last albeit for different reasons. Industrials are naturally heavy 

consumers of energy and water but do notably well on waste and environmental 

policies. The Tech sector is an average consumer of energy etc, but loses out through 

many companies not having an environmental policy. We could not attribute a rank to 

Life Sciences or Energy because of a lack of data. 

 Social rank: after an inherent disadvantage with regards to Environmental footprint, 

Industrials make up significant ground on the Social scores and come top 

overall due to paying a full tax rate and having the highest rate of discrimination, 
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ethics and community outreach policies. Life Sciences comes last for the exact 

opposite reasons (net receiver of tax credits, a minority of companies have the key 

social policies). 

 Governance rank: Consumer comes top in the Governance rank due to scoring 

very highly on all the factors. Energy comes last due to the lowest proportion of 

female directors, highest pay and some companies not splitting the CEO/Chairman 

roles. It is worth noting that while the rank is relative, all sectors actually do quite 

well in absolute terms and we think this is no coincidence: as we will see from 

the fund manager survey (next section), of all the ESG factors, Governance is the 

key focus area for investors right now. 

 Overall ESG rank: surprisingly, the Industrials sector has the overall highest ESG 

rank, overcoming its natural disadvantage with Environmental footprint by doing 

particularly well with Social and Governance factors. Next in terms of ranking are 

Consumer, Financials and Support Services (all with very similar overall scores) with 

Tech, also surprisingly, bringing up the rear (we cannot give an overall ranking to Life 

Sciences and Energy due to lack of data). With an average Environmental footprint, 

Tech should have done much better but is currently let down by many companies not 

having the key policies relative to the peer sectors. 

 Recommendations: Based on this analysis, we have three key recommendations 

for companies looking to demonstrate their ESG credentials to potential investors: i) 

obtain the key environmental datapoints (energy, CO2, water and waste), 

particularly for non-industrial businesses there is likely to be little to be afraid of; ii) 

prepare and apply the most important policies (environmental, discrimination, 

ethics and community outreach); and iii) continue to try to achieve greater 

diversity in the boardroom. Armed as such, in our view, most smaller companies 

will be able to look forward to the forthcoming ESG scrutiny with confidence. 

 Special mentions: something we noticed when compiling this data was how well 

some companies performed on ESG measures in areas where you would not expect 

it, the good showing of the Industrials sector as a whole being a case in point. It is 

clear that companies operating in areas already under scrutiny are more 

advanced with ESG compliance than companies operating outside the 

spotlight. 

 Nowhere was this clearer than with palm oil producer, M.P. Evans (MPE). This is a 

sub-sector that, deservedly, has come under the spotlight for poor ESG practices for 

many years. MPE aims to set the standards for the industry as a whole and 

these achievements are very clear in a survey such as this: it is one of very few 

companies to be genuinely zero waste; it not only complies with all the key ESG 

policies but publishes these policies on its website; its community outreach 

programmes are some of the best we have seen. The section on sustainability on its 

website is outstanding and could offer ideas and inspiration to others: 

www.mpevans.co.uk/sustainability 

 Company level data: we have made a decision not to publish company level data, 

not least because a great deal of the Environmental data is somewhat tentative. 

However, we have a created a ‘tear sheet’ (Figure 54) to illustrate how a company 

stacks up against its sector and the wider small-cap market. These tear sheets are 

available to companies and investors on request. 

 

http://www.mpevans.co.uk/sustainability
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Figure 54: Company ESG ‘tear sheet’ sample 

  

Source: finnCap 

 

finnCap ESG quartile: 1

Basic Informaion
ticker FCAP-GB

sector Financials

ESG data

Environmental quartile: 2

individual components company actual/ sector market

of Environmental: units note value estimate? median median

Energy consumption MWh/£m 1 2               actual 8               30             

CO2 production tonnes/£m 1 10             estimate 9               39             

Water consumption m3/£m 1 30             estimate 32             85             

Waste production tonnes/£m 1 1               estimate 1               1               

Has an environmental or sustainability policy? yes/no 2 no 31% 63%

Social quartile: 1

individual components company actual/ sector market

of Social: units value estimate? average average

Employee turnover rate % 1 13% actual 18% 14%

% tax paid % 34% actual 19% 8%

Has discrimination policy? yes/no 2 yes 100% 67%

Has community outreach policy? yes/no 2 yes 31% 38%

Has ethics policy? yes/no 2 yes 100% 75%

Governance quartile: 2

individual components company actual/ sector market

of Governance: units value estimate? average average

% women on board % 25% actual 19% 12%

% independent directors on board % 25% actual 25% 44%

CEO pay as multple of UK median x 9.2 actual 14.4 12.5

Is CEO and Chairman role split? yes/no 2 yes 100% 95%

Adheres to QCA code for Corp Governance? yes/no 2 yes 92% 95%

Tear Sheet notes

1. data is estimated when the company was not able to provide data. These are sector median values by default

2. sector and market level data is the percentage of companies in the survey answering 'yes' to the policy question
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finnCap small cap fund manager ESG survey 

 We conducted a survey of fund managers of UK smaller company funds to 

understand current attitudes towards the use of ESG factors in the investment 

process. The survey comprised seven questions, which we sent to 25 

managers. Approximately half responded. 

 We found that a minority considered ESG factors three years ago. About two-

thirds consider ESG factors in the investment process now but, significantly, 

nearly all envisage using these factors to make portfolio decisions in future. 

The direction of travel is clear. 

 Of those that use ESG factors today, the most prevalent considerations are 

centered around Governance. ‘E’ and ‘S’ factors are not studied in as much 

detail yet. Our Scorecard (previous section) could provide a framework to start 

gathering and analysing this data. 

 Interestingly, the reasons given for the adoption of ESG factors in decision 

making mainly relate to helping drive investment returns, with risk management 

being the next most important reason. A significant majority of fund mangers 

actively pressure their investee companies to be more ‘ESG compliant’. 

 

Question 1: Did you incorporate ESG into your portfolio decision making process 3 

years ago? 

Figure 55: Circa one-third of smaller company fund managers incorporated ESG 
factors when making investment decisions 3 years ago 

 
 

Source: finnCap 

 

Question 2: Do you incorporate ESG factors into your portfolio decision-making 

process now? 

Figure 56: Circa two-thirds of smaller company fund managers incorporate ESG 
factors into investment decisions today 

 
 

Source: finnCap 
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Question 3: Do you plan to further incorporate ESG factors into your portfolio 

decision making process in future? 

Figure 57: Almost all smaller company fund managers plan to use ESG factors 
when making investment decisions in the future 

 
 

Source: finnCap 

 

Question 4: What are the main ESG factors that you currently incorporate into your 

decision making process? 

Figure 58: At this stage, if ESG factors are considered, there is a clear focus on 
Governance. Environmental and Social factors are less utilised 

 
 

Source: finnCap 

 

Question 5: If you adopt ESG factors now, what is the biggest driver behind your 

adoption of these factors? 

Figure 59: The main reason for adopting ESG factors is helping to drive 
investment returns, closely followed by risk management 

 
 

Source: finnCap 
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Question 6: If you were launching a new fund now would ESG be a prominent part 

of the marketing message? 

Figure 60: Over 70% of smaller company fund managers would incorporate ESG 
as part of their marketing message if launching a new fund today 

  

Source: finnCap 

 

Question 7: Do you actively pressure companies in your fund(s) to become more 

ESG compliant? 

Figure 61: When smaller company fund managers meet their investee companies 
more than 70% have ESG at the forefront of their agenda 

 
 

Source: finnCap 
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Glossary 
 

BIA: B Impact Assessment 

 

CDP: Carbon Disclosure Project 

 

COP21: Conference of the Parties 21, the 2015 Paris Climate Conference 

 

ESG: Environmental, Social and Governance 

 

GRI: Global Reporting Initiative Standards 

 

IRIS: Impact Reporting and Investment Standards 

 

MDGs: Millennium Development Goals 

 

NDC: Nationally Determined Contribution 

 

NFRD: Non-Financial Reporting Directive 

 

PRI: Principles for Responsible Investing 

 

SASB: Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 

 

SDGs: Sustainable Development Goals 

 

SRI: Sustainable, Responsible and Impact 

 

TCFD: Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
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Appendix: ESG funds 
Figure 62: ESG fund selection 

Name Fund EcoMarket (FEM) category  Asset Type 

ASI Responsible UK Equity I Acc Ethically Balanced  UK equities 

ASI UK Ethical Plat 1 Acc Ethically Balanced  UK equities 

BlackRock Charities UK Equity ESG A Acc Unclassified  UK equities 

BMO Responsible UK Equity 2 Inc Ethically Balanced  UK equities 

Castlefield B.E.S.T Sust UK SmComs Instl Sustainability Themed  UK equities 

EdenTree Amity UK B Ethically Balanced  UK equities 

Kames Ethical Equity GBP B Acc Negative Ethical  UK equities 

L&G Ethical I Acc Sustainability Themed  UK equities 

L&G Future Wld Gender Lead UK Idx I Acc Social Themed  UK equities 

Liontrust Sust Fut UK Gr 2 Net Acc Sustainability Themed  UK equities 

Liontrust UK Ethical 2 Net Acc Negative Ethical  UK equities 

Premier Ethical C Acc Ethically Balanced  UK equities 

Royal London Sustainable Leaders C Acc Sustainability Themed  UK equities 

Threadneedle UK Sustainable Equity Z Acc Sustainability Themed  UK equities 

UBS ETF MSCI UK IMI SRI GBP A dis Negative Ethical  UK equities 

       
BMO Responsible UK Income 2 Acc Ethically Balanced  UK equity income 

Castlefield B.E.S.T. Sust Inc Instl Sustainability Themed  UK equity income 

Janus Henderson UK Responsible Inc Ethically Balanced  UK equity income 

Jupiter Responsible Inc Fd I Inc Environmentally Themed  UK equity income 

Trojan Ethical Income X Acc Negative Ethical  UK equity income 

Unicorn UK Ethical Income B Acc Negative Ethical  UK equity income 

       
ASI Ethical World Equity I Acc Ethically Balanced  Global equities 

ASI Multi-Mgr Ethical I Acc Ethically Balanced  Global equities 

Baillie Gifford Global Stewardship B Acc ESG Plus  Global equities 

Baillie Gifford Positive Change B Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Baillie Gifford Rspnb Glb Eq Inc B Inc ESG Plus  Global equities 

BGF Sustainable Energy D4 GBP Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

BMO Responsible Global Equity 2 Acc Ethically Balanced  Global equities 

BMO Sustainable Opports Glb Eq C Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

BNY Mellon Sus Global Eq Instl W Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

BNY Mellon Sust Glbl Eq Inc Inst W Inc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Davy Funds PLC - Davy ESG Multi-Asset Fund Accum A EUR Ethically Balanced  Global equities 

EdenTree Amity International B Ethically Balanced  Global equities 

FP WHEB Sustainability C Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Franklin LibertyQ Global Equity SRI ETF GBP Ethically Balanced  Global equities 

Fundsmith Sustainable Equity I Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Generation IM Climate Solutions Fund Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

Generation IM Climate Solutions Fund II Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

Hermes Global Equity F GBP Acc ESG Plus  Global equities 

Hermes Impact Opportunities Eq X GBP Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Impax Environmental Leaders XGBP Acc Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

Impax Environmental Mkts Ire X GBP Acc Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

iShares Dow Jones Glb Sust Scrn ETF $Acc GBP Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

iShares MSCI World Islamic ETF USD Dist GBP Faith Based  Global equities 

Janus Henderson Global Sust Eq I Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Jupiter Ecology I Inc Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

Jupiter Green Ord Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

Kames Global Sustainable Eq GBP C Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

L&G Future World Sustainable Opps I £Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

L&G Future Wld Clmt Chg Eq Fct Idx I Acc Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

M&G Global Select GBP I Acc ESG Plus  Global equities 

M&G Positive Impact Sterling I GBP Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Montanaro Better World GBP Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Morgan Stanley Global Sustain Fund Accum I GBP Negative Ethical  Global equities 
  

Source: finnCap 
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Figure 63: ESG fund selection 

Name Fund EcoMarket (FEM) category  Asset Type 

Pictet - Global Envir Opps I dy GBP Environmentally Themed  Global equities 

Quilter Investors Ethical Eq R (GBP) Acc Negative Ethical  Global equities 

Rathbone Global Sustainability I Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Sarasin Responsible Glb Eq Stg Hdg P Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Sarasin Responsible Global Equity P Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Stewart Investors Wldwd Sustbl B Acc GBP Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Triodos Sustainable Equity GBP K Ret Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

Triodos Pioneer Impact GBP KRet Acc Sustainability Themed  Global equities 

UBS ETF Global Gender Eqlty USD A Acc GBP Social Themed  Global equities 

UBS ETF MSCI ACWI Sclly Rspnb H £ A Dis GBP Unclassified  Global equities 

UBS ETF MSCI World SRI USD A dis GBP Negative Ethical  Global equities 

Vanguard SRI Global Stock GBP Acc Limited Exclusions  Global equities 

       

iShares MSCI EM SRI ETF USD Acc GBP Unclassified  EM 

Pictet-Emerg Mkt Sustainable Eq I GBP ESG Plus  EM 

Stewart Investors Glbl EM Sust B Acc GBP Sustainability Themed  EM 

UBS ETF MSCI Emerging Mkts SRI USD A dis GBP Negative Ethical  EM 

       

Alquity Indian Subcontinent GBP Y Unclassified  Asian equities 

Impax Asian Environmental Markets IRL X Environmentally Themed  Asian equities 

Pacific Assets Ord Sustainability Themed  Asian equities 

Stewart Investors AsiaPac Ldrs B Acc GBP Sustainability Themed  Asian equities 

Stewart Investors AsiaPac Sust B Acc GBP Sustainability Themed  Asian equities 

Stewart Inv Indian Sbctnt Sustnby B GBP Sustainability Themed  Asian equities 

UBS ETF MSCI Pacific SRI USD A dis GBP Negative Ethical  Asian equities 

       

ASI European Ethical Equity Plat 1 Acc Ethically Balanced  European equities 

EdenTree Amity European B Ethically Balanced  European equities 

iShares MSCI Europe SRI ETF EUR Acc GBP Unclassified  European equities 

Liontrust Sust Fut Eurp Gr 2 Net Acc Sustainability Themed  European equities 

M&G Pan European Select GBP I Acc ESG Plus  European equities 

SVM All Europe SRI B Acc Responsible Ownership  European equities 

UBS ETF MSCI EMU SRI EUR A dis GBP Negative Ethical  European equities 

Vanguard SRI European Stock GBP Acc Limited Exclusions  European equities 

Virgin Climate Change Environmentally Themed  European equities 

       

Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth Sustainability Themed  US equities 

iShares MSCI USA Islamic ETF USD Dist GBP Faith Based  US equities 

iShares MSCI USA SRI ETF USD Acc GBP Negative Ethical  US equities 

Parnassus Core Equity Fund Ethically Balanced  US equities 

UBS ETF MSCI USA SRI USD A dis GBP Negative Ethical  US equities 

       

Lyxor Green Bond (DR) ETF C EUR GBP Environmentally Themed  Global bonds 

PIMCO GIS Global Bond ESG Instl GBPH Inc ESG Plus  Global bonds 

       

ASI Ethical Corp Bond Inst Inc Ethically Balanced  Sterling bonds 

BMO Responsible Sterling Corp Bd 2 Inc Ethically Balanced  Sterling bonds 

EdenTree Amity Sterling Bond B Ethically Balanced  Sterling bonds 

EdenTree Amity Short Dated Bond B Ethically Balanced  Sterling bonds 

Kames Ethical Corporate Bond GBP B Acc Negative Ethical  Sterling bonds 

Liontrust Sust Fut Corp Bd 2 Grs Inc Sustainability Themed  Sterling bonds 

Rathbone Ethical Bond I Acc Ethically Balanced  Sterling bonds 

Royal London Sustainable Mgd Inc C Acc Sustainability Themed  Sterling bonds 

Royal London Ethical Bond Z Inc Negative Ethical  Sterling bonds 

Sarasin Responsible Corporate Bond P Acc Sustainability Themed  Sterling bonds 

Threadneedle UK Social Bd Z Grs Acc£ Social Themed  Sterling bonds 

       
  

Source: finnCap 
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Figure 64: ESG fund selection 

Name Fund EcoMarket (FEM) category  Asset Type 

Royal London Cash Plus Y Acc Negative Ethical  Money market 

Royal London Enhanced Cash Plus Y Acc Negative Ethical  Money market 

Royal London Short Term Money Mkt Y Acc Limited Exclusions  Money market 

       

Civitas Social Housing Ord Social Themed  Property 

Impact Healthcare REIT Social Themed  Property 

Sarasin IE Sust Glb Rl Est Eq GBP P Acc Sustainability Themed  Property 

Triple Point Social Housing REIT Ord Social Themed  Property 

       

Bluefield Solar Income Fund Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Foresight Solar Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Foresight Solar & Infrastructure VCT Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

FP Foresight UK Infras Inc A GBP Inc Unclassified  Specialist 

Gore Street Energy Storage Fund Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Greencoat UK Wind Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Guinness Sustainable Energy X GBP Acc Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

iShares Global Clean Energy ETF USD Dist GBP Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

iShares Global Water ETF USD Dist GBP Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

John Laing Environmental Assets Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

NextEnergy Solar Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Pictet-Clean Energy I dy GBP Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Pictet-Nutrition I dy GBP ESG Plus  Specialist 

Pictet-Water I dy GBP Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Renewables Infrastructure Grp Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Sarasin Food & Agriculture Opps P Acc ESG Plus  Specialist 

SDCL Energy Efficiency Income Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Syncona Ord Social Themed  Specialist 

Triple Point Income VCT C Unclassified  Specialist 

US Solar Fund Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Ventus VCT 2 D Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Ventus VCT Ord Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

Ventus VCT Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

VT Gravis Clean Energy Income C GBP Acc Environmentally Themed  Specialist 

       

7IM Sustainable Balance C Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

AXA Ethical Distribution Z Acc Negative Ethical  Mixed asset 

Climate Assets B GBP Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Janus Henderson Instl Gl Rpnsb Mgd I Acc Ethically Balanced  Mixed asset 

Kames Ethical Cautious Managed GBP B Acc Negative Ethical  Mixed asset 

Liontrust Sust Fut Glbl Gr 2 Net Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Liontrust Sust Fut Defesv Mgd 2 Net Inc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Liontrust Sust Fut Absolute Gr 2 Net Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Liontrust Sust Fut Cau Mgd 2 Net Inc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Liontrust Sust Fut Mgd 2 Net Inc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Royal London Sustainable Div C Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Royal London Sustainable Mgd Gr C Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 

Royal London Sustainable World C Acc Sustainability Themed  Mixed asset 
  

Source: finnCap 
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Web www.finncap.com 

finnCap is registered as a company in England with 

number 06198898.  

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct  

Authority. Member of the London Stock Exchange 

  

 

* finnCap is contractually engaged and paid by the issuer to produce this material on an ongoing 

basis and it is made available at the same time to any person wishing to receive it. 

 

A marketing communication under FCA Rules, this document has not been prepared in 

accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment 

research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research. 
 

This research cannot be classified as objective under finnCap Ltd research policy. Visit 

www.finncap.com 

 

The recommendation system used for this research is as follows. We expect the indicated target 

price to be achieved within 12 months of the date of this publication. A ‘Hold’ indicates expected 

share price performance of +/-10%, a ‘Buy’ indicates an expected increase in share price of more 

than 10% and a ‘Sell’ indicates an expected decrease in share price of more than 10%. 
 
Approved and issued by finnCap Ltd for publication only to UK persons who are authorised 

persons under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and to Professional customers. 
Retail customers who receive this document should ignore it. finnCap Ltd uses reasonable efforts 
to obtain information from sources which it believes to be reliable, but it makes no representation 

that the information or opinions contained in this document are accurate, reliable or complete. 
Such information and opinions are provided for the information of finnCap Ltd's clients only and 
are subject to change without notice. finnCap Ltd’s salespeople, traders and other 
representatives may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients 

that reflect opinions contrary to or inconsistent with the opinions expressed herein. This 
document should not be copied or otherwise reproduced. finnCap Ltd and any company or 
individual connected with it may have a position or holding in any investment mentioned in this 

document or a related investment. finnCap Ltd may have been a manager of a public offering of 
securities of this company within the last 12 months, or have received compensation for 
investment banking services from this company within the past 12 months, or expect to receive or 

may intend to seek compensation for investment banking services from this company within the 
next three months. Nothing in this document should be construed as an offer or solicitation to 
acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction. finnCap Ltd is 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, London E14 5HS, and is a member 
of the London Stock Exchange. 
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